It is a fairly longstanding conjecture that if G is any finite group with IG/ > 2 and if X is any set of generators of G then the Cayley graph T(G : X) should have a Hamiltonian cycle. We present experimental results found by computer calculation that support the conjecture. It turns out that in the case where G is a finite quotient of the modular group the Hamiltonian cycles possess remarkable structural properties. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Introduction
This paper describes some striking properties exhibited by Hamiltonian cycles in
Cayley graphs of finite quotients of the modular group. These phenomena were discovered by doing a large amount of computer calculation.
Since we want to discuss the group-theoretical, graph-theoretical and computational setting of the problem we begin a detailed introduction.
In general, if r = (V, E) is a finite graph, a Hamiltonian cycle in r is a simple closed path which goes through every vertex of r. A graph is Hamiltonian if it has at least one Hamiltonian cycle. Deciding whether or not a graph is Hamiltonian is a notorious NP-complete problem and questions about Hamiltonian cycles are thus very linked to current work in computational complexity. See [7, 151 for a detailed discussion of NP-completeness. In practice, NP-completeness means that the only general algorithm known for the problem is to "try all the possibilities". This method is soon blocked by the exponential increase in the number of possibilities and the "moral" is that for a feasible computation one must know why the case being considered is a special case and how to take advantage of this information. In 1878 Cayley [3] described how to associate a graph, T(G : A'), now called the Cayley graph, to any group G together with a specified set X of generators of G. The resulting graph is very dependent on the set X of generators. In detail, the vertices of r are the elements of G. If g E G and y E (X U X-l) then there is a directed w3, (S, tI> edge e = (g, y,gy) in r from g to the element gy which has label y. We identify the two directed edges (g, y,gy) and (gy, y-',g) to a single undirected edge. Cayley thought of the edges corresponding to distinct pairs {y, y-i} as having different colors. The "usual drawing convention" for Cayley graphs is thus to draw one arc for each undirected edge with perhaps an arrow indicating one of its two possible orientations. We stress that for us a Cayley graph is an undirected graph -an edge can always be transversed in either direction and only the label (orientation) changes. One can consider a more general situation with directed graphs. If S is a set of semigroup generators for the group G, that is, every element of G is a product of elements of S but S need not be closed under taking inverses, then the Cayley digraph T(G : S) has a directed edge labelled by s E S from g to gs. Much of the literature about cycles in graphs of groups concerns the digraph case, but we only consider undirected Cayley graphs in this paper.
Even the simplest examples show that the relationship between the algebraic properties of G and the geometric properties of T(G : X) is not clear. If G = (x; xm) is the cyclic group of order m then T(G : {x}) is the cyclic graph C,,,. The dihedral group D,, the group of the 2n symmetries of the regular n-gon, has two standard presentations: (r,s; r',s2,srs = r-') and also (s, t; s2, t2, (St)").
(The second presentation is obtained from the first by introducing t = sr and then substituting st for the generator r.) The graph T(D, : {s, t}) is the cyclic graph CZ,,. So even Cayley graphs with respect to minimal sets of generators may lose much algebraic information about the group. At the other extreme, if G is any finite group and we take the set X of generators to be the set of all nontrivial elements of G then Before discussing what is known from the point of view of group theory, we review some results about Hamiltonian graphs. Our basic reference is West [17] . There is a family of theorems which ensure that a graph is indeed Hamiltonian. The most wellknown result is probably To my knowledge, all provably sufficient conditions for a graph to be Hamiltonian are ,precise versions of the idea that "there are many vertices of large degree". In this paper we shall consider Cayley graphs of two-generator groups r = T(G : {s, t}) where s has order two and t has order three. Such graphs are cubic graphs, that is, all vertices have degree three. We are thus in the opposite situation where all vertices have low degree. Incidentally, it is well-known that the problem of deciding if a graph is Hamiltonian remains NP-complete when restricted to considering only cubic graphs.
There is a very simple condition which is necessary for a graph to be Hamiltonian. Namely, if r = (V,E) is Hamiltonian then for every subset S C V, the graph r\s has at most ISI components. As far as I know, this condition has not been proven to hold From the point of view of group theory, asking for a Hamiltonian path in a Cayley graph seems a more natural question. This is equivalent to asking if one can always enumerate the elements of the group without repetition by successive multiplications on the right by the given generators and their inverses. Of course a Cayley graph is "more symmetric" than simply being vertex-transitive.
The action of G on T(G : X) by multiplication on the left is a free action (multiplication by an element g # 1 moves every vertex) and is a sort of "rigid motion".
There are a few general theorems proving that the conjecture is true for certain special classes of groups. The current state of knowledgekis discussed in the survey article of Curran and Gallian [5] from which we cite the following results. Witte [ 181 proved that if G is a group other than CZ with prime power order then every Cayley graph of G is Hamiltonian. Keating and Witte [9] proved that if G is a group other than C2 whose commutator subgroup is cyclic of prime power order then all Cayley graphs of G are Hamiltonian. Jungreis, Friedman and Witte [8] observe that the known results on special orders imply that if G is a group other than CZ whose order is less than 100 and is not 48, 54, 60, 72, 75, 80, 84, 90 or 96 then every Cayley graph of G is Hamiltonian.
There are also some results concerning groups with particular choices of generators. Conway, Sloane and Wilkes [4] prove that if G is a finite group of isometries of Euclidean n-space and all the given generators are reflections then T(G) has a Hamiltonian cycle. Glover and Young [6] prove that for the presentation PSL(2, p) = (S, u; S2, up, (su)3) Z(PSL(2, p); {s, u}) has a Hamiltonian cycle.
It is difficult to imagine a proof for all presentations of a given class of groups which does not use induction and simple groups thus pose a major obstacle. My original motivation for a computer investigation was to search for a counterexample. But instead of a counterexample, structural properties of Hamiltonian cycles began to emerge.
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Quotients of the modular group
The mod&w group, PSL(2, Z), is the group of 2 x 2 integer matrices with determinant 1 modulo the relation that a matrix is identified with its negative. It is well-known that the modular group has generators s = ( _ r i ) of order 2 and t = ( _P _: ) of order 3. Indeed, the modular group is the free product [IO] . It is known that any noncyclic finite simple group can be generated by an element of order 2 and one other element. In particular, the fact that all the alternating groups A,, with n 33, n # 6,7,8 are (2,3)-groups is a theorem going back to G. A.
Miller [14] . The fact that all the projective special linear groups PSL(2,q) with q # 9 are (2,3)-groups is a theorem of Macbeath [12] . A (2,3)-group has a presentation G = (s, t; s2, t3, R) where R is the set of the other defining relations. The group alphabet is C = {s, t, t-l}. Since every edge in the Cayley graph f (G; {s, t}) is labelled by s, t, or t-l, we can describe paths in r by words over C. A cyclic word y is the set of all cyclic permutations of a linear word and we can describe cycles by cyclic words. By a subword of a cyclic word we mean a linear reading of a string of consecutive letters of :I. Note that a cyclic word y represents a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph T(G) if and only if the length, [;JI, of 7 is [Cl and ; has the property that for every nontrivial proper subword w of 7, the inequality u' # 1 in G holds. We think of cycles as always starting at the identity element of G.
A cycle can, of course, be traversed in either direction. There is thus a natural equivalence relation on Hamiltonian cycles in a Cayley graph r. A cycle y is equivnlent to a cycle y if q equals 7 or y-' as a cyclic word. Note that this equivalence relation holds between cycles with very different sets of edges. We can start at the identity element and read a Hamiltonian cycle by starting at any letter in either y or 7-l. The figure below shows two equivalent cycles in the standard presentation of the dihedral group 53 = js,t;s=,t3, sts = t- ') which is isomorphic to the symmetric group S3 with generators s = (12), t = (123).
The edges are oriented so that reading successive t-edges traverses the outer triangle clockwise and the inner triangle counterclockwise. It is a curious fact about cubic graphs that if a cubic graph has a Hamiltonian cycle then it has at least two cycles whose edge sets are different. (See [15] ). This is compatible with the fact that there is only one equivalence class of cycles in very small Cayley graphs. In the graph T(Ds) below, the only equivalence class of Hamiltonian cycles is (stt)2. The graph of the cyclic group Cb with generators s = (12) and 
If y is a Hamiltonian cycle in r then y is a word y(stt,st-* t-' ) on the triples stt and
St-' t-l.
Proof. We think of the edges labelled by s as being red and the edges labelled by t*'
as being black. Since s has order 2 and t has order 3, (s) n (t) = { 1). The graph I' thus consists of black triangles with the red edges joining different triangles. Let y be a Hamiltonian cycle. Since y cannot revisit any vertices, when y enters a triangle along a red edge it must leave the triangle by a different red edge. The claim of the lemma is that every time y enters a triangle along a red edge it must traverse two successive edges of the triangle. We turn to the next sequence of examples.
V. The group S4 with generators s= (14) and t= (123) has only the cycle class (A2B2)'. From even this small number of examples we start to see some remarkable structural properties emerge. We begin with a definition. A cyclic word y is an inverse palindrome if y equals y-l as a cyclic word. Since we are considering words on A = stt and
B = st-'t-'
we can read y-' by reading y from right to left and interchanging A's and B's. Although we try to write words which are inverse palindromes in a linear reading which verifies this fact, we stress that being an inverse palindrome is a cyclic property and that all linear readings must be checked to see if a word is indeed an inverse palindrome. What we notice from these examples is
The Inverse Palindrome Phenomenon: "Many" cycles in Cayley graphs of (2,3)-graphs are inverse palindromes.
It is always the case that the inverse of a Hamiltonian cycle is a Hamiltonian cycle, but why so many cycles should read the same in both directions seems a mystery. We can think of A and B as specifying the orientation in which a triangle is traversed. Being an inverse palindrome is an extremely strong "conservation of orientation" condition.
The second thing we notice is
The Proper Power Phenomenon: "Many" Hamiltonian cycles in the Cayley graphs of (2,3)-groups are proper powers.
All the cycles which we have seen so far are either inverse palindromes or proper powers and most are indeed proper powers of inverse palindromes. We shall investigate the persistence of these phenomena. Our first examples, 0s with cycle class A2 and C', with cycle class AB show that there is a certain tension between these two phenomena with certain groups "preferring" one to the other. There is another algebraic particularity of the (2,3)-groups which we consider which is manifested in the form of cycles. Every (2,3)-group G = (s, t; s2,t3,R) which we consider has the rejection automorphism p : G + G defined by s H s, t ++ t-l. Applying p interchanges A and B and we write M1 for p(w), so, for example,
ABABA2 B" = BABAB'A' .
Using some combinatorial group theory it is easy to construct injinite quotients of the modular group in which s ++ s, t H t -' does not define an endomorphism.
(If the map is an endomorphism it is clearly an automorphism since its square is the identity.)
I do not know if there are any theorems about the size needed for a finite quotient not to have the reflection automorphism.
In any case, all the groups which we discuss in this paper do have the reflection automorphism.
Since the algebraic meaning of a cyclic word 7' being a Hamiltonian cycle is that I'// = IGI and no nontrivial proper subword of y equals the identity in G, it follows that if y is a Hamiltonian cycle then so is 7. A geometric relationship between y and 7 does not, however, seem clear at all since they represent very different paths. We say that a cyclic word y is selfrejexive if 1/ equals y or :jP ' . It is clear that reflection preserves inverse palindromes. For example, the intriguing similarity between the two cycle classes (A3BABAB3)* and (B3ABABA3 )2 of AS is that the second is the reflection of the first. We shall use reflection to cut down on the number of classes which we need to write out.
Before studying larger examples this is perhaps a good place to discuss how we found the permutation representations used and what the programs compute. The computer algebra systems CAYLEY and its successor MAGMA are amazing tools for doing computations with finite permutation groups. All permutation representations of groups larger than As were found by using CAYLEY. The representations were found first by having CAYLEY calculate the action of PSL(2,Z) on cosets of low index subgroups. The authority of any statements made about the algebraic structure of examples larger than A5 is that "CAYLEY says so." But that the Cayley graph of the group generated by the given generators has the stated cycly does not at all depend on CAYLEY.
After seeing the subword lemma and the inverse palindrome and proper power phenomena I wrote a series of four programs which respectively search for all cycles, cycles which are k-th powers, cycles which are inverse palindromes and finally, only cycles which are k-th powers of inverse palindromes. These programs have compression factors respectively of 3,3k, 6 and 6k. The baselength /I for the calculation of one of these programs on a group G is the order of G divided by its compression factor. The parameter fi seems a good rough measure of the time needed for a calculation. Calculations with /I < 25 are quite feasible. For orders greater than 200, adding one to fi roughly doubles the computation time required.
Programs work in three phases. Phase I simply calculates the Cayley graph, as an adjacency list of vertices and the s, t and t-' neighbors of each given vertex. This is very fast. Phase II uses group symmetry to eliminate words that need to be considered. Call a word w(A,B) good if it represents a simple path in the Cayley graph. Phase II generates good words out to some initial length entered for the calculation. Since the inverse of a cycle is a cycle, if a word generated is the inverse of a word already found it is eliminated. Generating only good words and eliminating inverses keeps the words generated by Phase II down to a reasonable number. For each initial word w generated by Phase II, Phase III calculates all possible (good) extensions of w out to the length baselength. Depending on the program, either the extensions of length baselength, or their k-th powers, or their " doubles" to inverse palindromes or the k-th power of their doubles are checked to see whether or not they are Hamiltonian cycles. The programs which use inverse palindromes will not generate all possible inverse palindromes since Phase II eliminates inverses and Phase III generates only linear extensions of words from Phase II. However, closing under reflection seems to find all the cycles which are inverse palindromes at least for the orders where we can do the computation. Successive programs were debugged on small examples and then checked against the previous programs on larger examples. I later completely rewrote the programs and repeated the whole procedure and checked the results of the second versions against the results of the first versions. The second versions are quite different in the way they use the Cayley graph as a data-structure and I am confident that the results given by the programs are correct. (,/, p) plus the reflections of cycles 1, 2, 4 and 7 for a total of 13 cycle classes.
We now turn our attention to linear groups. As a general reference see Alperin and Bell [l] . If F is any field the projective special linear group, PSL(n,F), is the group 
Theorem. If n>2 then PSL(n,F) is simple except when n = 2 and IFI is 2 or 3.
If q is a prime power then PSL(n,q) denotes the group PSL(n, E,) where [F, is the finite field with q elements. There is a very handy formula giving the orders of the groups PSL (2, q) .
Theorem.
4G12 -1)
if 21% IPW2, q)l = q(4* -1) 2 if 2/q.
A major ingredient in the proof of simplicity is the fact that SL(n,F) is generated by transuections, that is, matrices like (A y ) which differ from the identity matrix only in a single entry which is not on the main diagonal. It follows that the map 71 : PSL(2,Z) + PSL(2, p) defined by reducing entries modulo the prime p is a homomorphism onto PSL(2, p). We can thus make a canonical choice of generators in the matrix groups PSL(2, p) by always taking s = ( _y ; ) and t = ( 7 _t ). Note that in the group PGL(2, p) conjugation by the matrix (y h ) sends s to s and t to t-l. Thus all the groups PSL(2, p) admit the reflection automorphism p with our choice of generators. This procedure gives the correct values: 2, 4, 5, 7; for the four examples which we are able to compute. If this "rule" is not an accident then the numbers must be connected with geometries associated to the groups and is thus an important clue as to why there really are cycles. The next test group, PSL(2,17) has order 2448 = 6.23.3.17. Not only has the order increased by a factor of almost two and a half but the predicted power has decreased by the same factor. The baselength parameter p is now 136 and calculation seems totally out of even supercomputer reach. It still is possible to search for cycles which are 17th powers of inverse palindromes in the Cayley graph of PSL (2, 17) and, as expected, the search did not find any cycles. It thus seems unlikely that there are any Hamiltonian cycles which are 17th powers.
On the basis of our empirical results one is led to conjecture at least that if G is a noncyclic (2,3)-group then the Cayley graph T(G : {s,t}) contains a Hamiltonian cycle which is a proper power of an inverse palindrome. Why this should be the case is still a total mystery to the author.
There is another property which seems to be unique to the (2,3)-case, namely, the rate of growth of the number of cycle classes as the order of the group increases. The reader has probably noticed that the number of classes which we find is really quite small, only 30 in the complete listing of cycles for PSL (2, 7) . In general, the number of Hamiltonian cycles might well grow exponentially with the order of the group and this is what we seem to see when we move to other 2-generator groups. Let us consider (2,4)-groups with distinguished generators s of order 2 and x of order 4. Recall that we are using words in the generators to describe paths so that SX-' and sx3 are quite different paths. In this particular example the majority of paths are words on C = SC and D = sv-'. For successive computations we restrict ourselves only to cycles which are words on C and D. We find that even with this restriction the number of cycles grows very quickly with the order of the group. has 333 classes of cycles of which 18 are squares. There are no cubes. Even though we are restricting our attention to cycles of a special form we see a growth rate which is quite different from the case of (2,3)-groups. If we consider an example where the first generator has order greater than two we seem to have even more cycles than in the (2,4)-case. I take the empirical results described in this article as being a fair amount of evidence for the general conjecture on the existence of Hamiltonian cycles in Cayley graphs.
There seem to be fewer cycles in (2,3)-groups than in the cases where the generators have bigger orders and finding cycles in the simple group PSL(2,13) of order 1092, indeed at the predicted power, seems to indicate that it is unlikely that one can find a counterexample among (2,3)-groups. On the other hand, I still do not really have any better insight into why cycles should exist. A sequel to this paper will investigate the structure of Hamiltonian cycles in graphs of two-generator groups other than the (2,3)-case. The proper power phenomenon persists in all the examples which I have been able to compute. It seems to be the case that if G is any noncyclic finite twogenerator group with generators x and ZJ then T(G : {x, u}) has a Hamiltonian cycle which is a proper power.
